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minimum-cost
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We shall motivate
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f to be the function
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of a proper function
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sen in the first p phases,
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directly, as the LP relaxation
is more
complicated
because of inequalities
ensuring that each
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for

The
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algorithm
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and
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with the feasible dual solution
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more
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like other
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laxation
the variables z, do not need to be explicitly
bounded above by 1. The LP relaxation
(primal)
and
its dual are:

Notice that
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the LP relaxation
of (1P) stated in the introduction,
under the assumpion that f ranges in {O, 1}, i.e., the
original
Goemans and Williamson
setting [6]. This
setting is simpler
than ours because in the LP re-

ing

for all S
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conditions
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costs
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Figure

rithm stops as soon as the primal solution is feasible.
The two solutions evolve hand-in-hand;
improvements
to the primal solution
are based on the current dual
solution,
and vice versa.
When

edge

f(S)

and itera-

tively improves the value of the dual solution
feasibility
of the primal solution.
Throughout
ecution,

(V, E),

k = maxs

Apply algorithm for uncrossable functions (Fig. 2)
to G = (V, &), edge costs c=, and function h, yielding F’

9

complementary

G =

and

otherwise.
Eh +- E - FP.l
IL(S)

7.

Method

Primal-Dual

Approximation

Phase

= min{f(s),

h(s) =

7

The

j,

A set of edges Fk

2
3
4
5
6

2

graph

function

In

Sections 2 and 3, we present the primal-dual
method
for approximation
algorithms
and give a detailed presentation
of our algorithm.
We prove that the algorithm runs in polynomial
time in Section 4. Sections
5 and 6 give a proof of its performance
guarantee.
We
conclude

An undirected

c= >0,

conditions:
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that

for all S C V, 16FP(S)[ ~ gP(S),

defined

where

6A(S)

3

is

Approximation

as 6(S) (l A.

In order

Algorithm

Uncrossable

to augment

for

an

Function

the edge set Fp- I to a set FP
In this section,

satisfying

gP, we need to cover all cuts 6(S) for which
9P(S) = P and !~Fp-, (S)1 = p – 1 with edges from
E – Fp_I. For convenience, we define h : 2“ + {0,1}

rithm

we describe

an approximation

for (~~h ) for any uncrossable

algo-

function

h.

As

stated in the previous section, the use of phases reduces the problem of approximating
(1P) to approx-

to be the function
that sets h(S) = 1 iff gp(s) = P
and 16FP-, (S)1 = p– 1. This function has the following

imating

(~ph)

for a pi3rtiCUkM uncrossable

function

h

interesting
uncrossing property, which we will prove in
Theorem 3.5 in the next section. If h(A) = h(~) = 1
–A)=lorh(An
B)=
then either h(A –B)=h(B
with these properties
h(A U B) = 1. Any function
will be called an uncrossable function.
NOW, in the
pth phase, the algorithm
chooses edges from Eh =

on the edge set Eh = E – Fp _ I in each phase p. We
show that these functions h are uncrossable at the end
of the section.

E – FP-l

atively

so as to satisfy

The minimum-cost

Given an uncrossable function
h and edge set Eh,
the algorithm
consists of two stages. In the first stage,
the algorithm

h.

way of augmenting

Fp. 1 to FP

starts

with

adds edges until

an empty

sible. In this context, feasibility
no “violated
sets” with respect

can be formulated
as an integer program,
(lR ). In
finds
a “good”
approxthe pth phase, our algorithm
imate solution to (lZ% ) and a corresponding
packing
of cuts for the dual of the LP relaxation:

forest

the resulting

A central fact that is used both by the algorithm
and in its analysis is that the minimal
violated sets
with respect to h are disjoint.
By a “minimal”
violated set, we mean that none of its proper subsets are
violated.
3.1

Let h be an uncrossable function

F be any subset of Ek. Then the minimal
with respect to h are disjoint.

laxed,
We will

and enforced

(~ph ) for any unin the following
secit finds a set of edges
dual solution y such
slackness conditions
dual ones will be re-

in an average

derive the following

and let

violated

sets

Proof:
Suppose A, B are minimal
violated sets and A
and B are not disjoint.
Since A, B are violated sets,
of an uncrossable
h(A) = h(B) = 1. By definition
function, we know that either h(A–~)
= h(B–A)
= 1
1. Suppose that the second
orh(AUB)=h(An
B)=
case holds (the proof

sense (for a = 2).

key lemma.

Then

of the other

case is similar).

submodularity

of 16F(S) 1, we have

PF(A)I

2 l~dAn

Lemma
2.1 [Main Lemma] Let F’ be the set of edges
and y the dual feasible solution constructed by the algorithm for (lPh).

F is fea-

means that there are
to h, where a violated

set is a set S with h(S) = 1 and 6F(S) = 0. In the
second stage the algorithm
deletes redundant
edges.

Theorem

An approximation
algorithm
for
crossable function
h is described
tion. In much the same way aa [6]
F’ that satisfies h and a feasible
that the primal
complementary
will be enforced exactly, and the

F and iter-

forest

+ l~F(B)l

Our

assumption

that

16F(A)I

that

= 16~(B)l

B)[

+ WF(AU

A and B are violated
= O. Therefore,

By

~)1.

implies

16F(A n B)[ =

16r(A U B)l = O and, hence, A fl B and A U B are
violated
sets. This contradicts
the minimality
of A
where t is the maximum
for which h(S) = 1.
The proof

number

of the lemma

of disjoint

and B, however,

sets S of V

and B are disjoint.

than

solution
a solution

to (1P).
to (1P)

A

the algorithm

for ap-

ys = O for all S. As long as there exist violated sets
with respect to h (that is, the primal solution is infeasible), the algorithm
iteratively
performs a primal-dual
improvement
step. In such a step, the algorithm
first
identifies all minimal
violated sets for F. We will refer to these sets ss active. Let C denote the collection

Summmg
which

be the case that

proximating
(~ph) in more detail (see also Figure 2).
In the first stage, the algorithm
begins with the primal
infeasible solution F = 0 and the dual feasible solution

the

Therefore,
the edges picked in the pth phase F’ have
weight within
2 ~Sc V h(s)vs
< 2 - ‘Jr 1 ‘here
‘,~p
over all phases, we obtain
within 2k . Z;p.

it must

■

We are now ready to describe
is more involved

proof of the corresponding
lemma in [6]. We further
show that the dual solution found can be transformed
into a feasible dual solution
for the linear programming relaxation
of (1P) of at least the same value.

is the cost of the optimal

so that

is

of active
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sets in this

iteration.

The

algorithm

then

Input:
An undirected graph G = (V, Eh ), edge costs C. ~
O, and an uncrossable function h
Output:
A set of edges F’
‘F+fl
1
2
Comment: Implicitly
set ys * O for all S C V

uniformly
raises the variables UC corresponding
to the
active sets C c C until the dual constraint
for some
edge e c Eb becomes

tight,

Ce =

i.e.,
W.

x
S:.66(S)

Edge e is then added
(~~h),

the algorithm

erwise

it iterates

to F.

If F becomes feasible

3

i*Q

4

d(v) +Oforallve
V
C b ~ active *ts C (Anim~

5

for

the primal-dual

At the end of the first

stage,

step.

6

has both

7

improvement

the algorithm

sets not satisfying

h(S)).

goes on to the second stage, oth-

While ICI >0
i+i+l

for (~~h ) such

8

Comment:

that the primal complementary
slackness conditions
hold (that is, c. = Zs:e.$(s)
us for all ‘ ● ~).
The second stage of the algorithm,
called reverse
de/ete, deletes redundant
edges from F. As will prove
crucial, we consider edges for deletion in the reverse of
the order in which they were added to F. When edge
e is considered, it is removed from the current set F if

9

10

For all v c C’ E C, increase d(v) uniformly by c until
some edge ei = (u, v) G Ek and ei G 6(C) for some
C’ g c satisfies d(u) + d(v) = cu..
Comment:
Implicitly
set IJC * w +C for aJl C c C.

11

FtFU{ei}

12
13

Update C

F – e still

14

a primal

stage,

and a dual

satisfies

feasible

solution

h. At the end of the reverse delete

the remaining

set of edges, F’,

is still

primal

Begin

End

iteration

Reverse

delete

Comment:
Comment:

itemtion

15

F’+F

slackness con-

16

For j + i downto 1

ditions still hold.
In addition,
the dual complementary slackness conditions
will now hold in the average
sense described in the previous section.
Proving this
fact will result in the proof of the Main Lemma, as
will be shown in Section 5.

17
18
19

feasible

and the primal

complementary

F’+F’

Output

Figure

-{e,}
F’

2: The algorithm

Then,

either

shown

f(Arl

B)~pandf(AUB)>p.

each iteration
plement

this

to ~s,ve~

of the first
algorithm

ys at the beginning

stage.

The

in polynomial

ability
time

i.

stage

If F’ – {ej } satisfies h

The algorithm
is formally
described in Figure 2.
As can be seen from the figure, the dual variables y
need not be explicitly
maintained.
Instead, we only
need to keep track of the variables d(v), which can be
to be equal

i.

for uncrossable

functions

h.

Lemma
3.4 Let ~ be a proper function.
Let A and B
be sets of vertices such that f(A)
> p and ~(11) > p.

of

f(A

– B)

~ p and ~(l?

– A)

~ p, or

to imProof:
Assume for example that ~(A – B) <p. Then,
by applying the corollary above to A – B, A n B, and

crucially

depends on whether the active sets can be found efficiently. In the next section, we show that it is possible
to find these sets for uncrossable functions
that arise

A, we see that f(A n B) > p. Applying
the corollary
to A – B,B, and AUB gives f(AUB)
> p. The other

in our algorithm

cases can be treated

for (1P).

Other

implementation

is-

sues (such as finding

the next edge to add to F) can

be handled

as in Goemans

efficiently

Theorem

and Williamson

It remains to show that the function
h as defined
in the algorithm
for (1P) is in fact uncrossable.
We
do this in Theorem 3.5 below.
Observation

3.2

Let

j

be a proper function,
the

Lemma 3.4 implies that either gP(AUB) = gP(AnB)
=
p or gP(A – B) = gP(B –A) = p. Suppose that the first
case holds.
Since FP- 1 satisfies gP_ 1, we must have

of

attained.

that 16rP.l(AUB)]
~ p–1 and 16~p-,(AnB)l
~ p–l.
But, by submodularity
of [C$FP_l(S) 1, we have

Proof:
Let C’ attain the maximum.
The observation
follows from the symmetry
property
applied to V – C
and the maximality
property
applied to A, B, and
Au

B=

V–C.

be a set of edges such that

Proof:
Let A and B be sets of vertices such that
h(A) = h(B)
= 1. Since gP is a proper function,

and let

maximum

Let Fp_l

■

for all S S V. Let h(S) = 1 if
Ir$FP_,(S)1 ? 9P-1(S)
gp(S) = P and k$F,_, (S)/ = p – 1, and let h(S) = O
otherwise. Then h is an uncrossable function.

[6].

A, B, C form a partition of V. Then
,f(A), j(13), and ~(C’) is not uniquely

3.5

similarly.

16FP-, (A)/+

=

z

ld~,.,

lr5~P-, (B)l
(An

B)l + l~F,.,

(A uB)I.

Hence, we must have 16FP-1(AnB)l
= 16FP-1(AuB)I
=
p – 1. Thus h(A n B) = h(A U l?) = 1. The other case

Corollary
3.3 Let ~ be a proper function.
For disjoint
sets A and B, the maximum of ~(A), ~(B), and $(AuB)
is not uniquely attained.

is identical
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.-

Finding

4

Active

In order
for our

Sets

to establish

a polynomial

approximation

to show that

collection with Ti – Tj. Notice that U Ti remains the
same. Continue this process until {2’/} is a collection

algorithm

running

for

(1P),

active sets can be identified

deletes can be performed

time

of pairwise

we need

and reverse

in polynomial

time.

terminates.

Notice

The
into

of Figure
manner

in which

special

structural

we decompose

that

minimal

properties.

the problem

violated

Consider

sets have

Proof:
imality

set S there is a choice of vertices u E S and v G ~ such
that the u-v max flow in the graph (V, F U FP_l ) will
help identify
S; in particular,
S will be the minimal

S with

containing

In Lemma

u. Once this is established,

4.1 we prove

u E S such that

the u-~

that

mincut

there
(i.e.,

t6Fp-,uF(S)\
Lemma
spect

= p-

4.1
to the

to f(S)

Let S be a minimal

violated

=

4.3

Given any minimal

Suppose

that

v E T and 16H(T) I < p -2.

re-

for every ui E

> p, it cannot

Consider

1) = 16H(C)I+

16H(cns)l

z

16H(C U S)1 < L.

since !(S)

containing

the maximum

If C rl S # S, then because

and because

then

u-v mincut

L ~ p -1,
and that C is the smallest cut containing
u. By hypothesis,
it cannot be the case that C C S.

and the

this

is true,

set S with

flow from u to v. Because 16H(S) I = p – 1, the flow
can be no greater than p — 1. Suppose that the flow is

S with f(ui ) > p there exists a set T, c S such that
16H(Ti)l s p1. We claim that j(lJ2!j)
~ p1. If
claim

violated

there is no T c S such that
f(S)
= p). Therefore,
u c Tand 16~(T)\ ~p–l,
andno TC V–S such that

L +(p–
By contradiction.

< p – 1. H

Proof:
Let u be the vertex in S specified by Lemma
4.1. Let v be the vertex in V – S specified by Lemma
4.2 (note that V – S is violated because f(V – S) =

proper function
~.
Then there exists some Ucs,
f(u)
~ p, such that there is no T C S, u E T, with
16~(T)l <p-1.
Proof:

f(T()

u.

> p and

set with

FP– I U F

that

value p – 1 and S is the minimal

in

1.

set of edges H

s p – 1 implies

respect to H = FP-l U F and a proper function f, there
exists a pair u c S, v @ S such that the U-V maxflow has

is a vertex

the mincut

f(S)

Theorem

Recall that S is violated
in the current iteration
of the algorithm
if h(S) = 1 but 6F(S) = 0. Given
of h, this is equivalent

~ p – 1, and since

the

the graph obtained by contracting
~ to a single vertex)
is S itself and is unique. In Lemma 4.2 we prove that
there is a vertex v in ~ such that the S-v max flow
has value p – 1.

the definition

Each T: has 16~(T/)1

Since a

set, this process

As above. In the proof above we used the minof S to assert that if [6~(T/) [ s p – 1, then
f(q’) < p – 1. In this proof, when 16H(~’)\ < p – 1,
the fact that H satisfies the requirement
for each cut

implementation
will follow from well-known
max flow
techniques.
Theorem 4.3 is based on Lemmas 4.1 and
4.2.

= U Ti.

some phase p

of the algorithm,
and let F denote the set of currently
selected edges. Theorem 4.3 proves that for any active

u-v mincut

UT/

by a smaller

Lemma
4.2 Let S be a violated set with respect to the
set of edges H = FP_I U F and the proper function f.
Then there exists some u c S, f(u) z p, such that there
is no TC S, u c T, with lc$~(T)l 5p–2.

1.

phases ensures

sets with

replaced

S is a minimal
violated set, it must be the case that
f(~’)
~ p - 1. Hence by the maximality
property
of a proper ~, ~((J T:) ~ p – 1, which implies that
f(uz)<p–1.m

that the latter task reduces to the former:
an edge e
can be deleted if its removal does not create any violated (and hence minimal
violated)
set. Below, we
show that active sets can be found using network flow
theory for uncrossable
functions
that arise from the
algorithm

disjoint

set is always

be

(J Ti = S. Hence U Ti C S, and since
~(S) z p and !(U Ti) s p – 1, it must be the case
that ~(S – U Ti) ~ p by Corollary
3.3. But then by

l~H(s)l

+ 16H(CUS)I,

16H(C rl S) I > p, it would
But

C U S separates

follow

that

u and v; this

the case that

contradicts

maximality
there must exist some u E (S – U Ti ) with
j(u) ~ p, a contradiction.

must be the case that S ~ C. Since V–C ~ V–S and
v E V – C, Lemma 4.2 implies that 16H(C)I = p – 1.
Since the max flow value is p – 1 and S ~ C, S must
be the minimal
mincut containing
u. 9

Now to prove the claim,

By submodularity,

for any

Thus we can identify

pair Ti and Tj in the collection
of sets {Ti }, we have
[6~(Ti)l
+ [6~(~)[
~ 16~(fi - Tj)l + 16~(Tj - m)l
< p–
1, it
Since both I$H(T;)I < p – 1 and 16H(T”)I
must be the case that either 16H(Ti
– Tj)l
< P – 1
or 16H(Tj – Ti)! < P – 1. Without
suppose the former is true.
Then

the fact that

flow

computation,

given

C is a minimum

cut.

an active set S with
a good

choice

So it

one max

of vertices

u

and v: namely, we compute the u-v max flow, and in
the resulting residual graph, select the set of vertices
reachable from u. In order to identify
all active sets,
we first compute the u-v max flow for each ordered

loss of generality,
replace Ti in the

pair of vertices
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u, v, and retain

all the minimal

mincuts

which are of value p -1.
We extract from this family
the minimal
sets under inclusion.
We are guaranteed
by Theorem
4.3 that the active sets will be among
the remaining
sets. We then call an oracle for ~ to

In other words, we show
active sets with respect
The proof can be viewed
we show that there are

determine
which of the sets S have value ~(S) z p.
These sets will be all the active sets for this iteration
of phase p.

that

The above computation
iteration

in a phase.

is done at the start

flow computations

time of our algorithm

on the
of the

Lemma

it from the graph, and check if there are any minimal
violated sets, Therefore,
the reverse delete stage also
maximum

For the

which

for high

we will

degree active

call the current

5.1

For any edge e c H there exists a witness

set S. c V such that

per phase.
1.

is essentially

the time taken to compute 0(kn3)
max flows, since
these computations
dominate
the running time of all

/l(se) = 1,

2. 6F-,(S,)

other operations.
Recently,
Gabow, Goemans,
and
Williamson
[4] have shown how to improve the overall
running time to 0(k2n3)
time.

3. Forall

= {e},
C~Ceither

C~Seor

CnSe=O.

Proof:
Any edge e E H is also in F1, and thus during
the reverse delete stage the removal of e causes h to be
violated for some S. In other words, there can exist no
other e’ c F’ that is also in 6(S). This set S will be the
witness set S. for e, and clearly satisfies (1) and (2).

We have now completed the description
of the alg~
rithm and its implementation.
The last two sections
are devoted to the proof of the performance
guarantee.

Now let Fb be all the edges added

5

Proof

of Lemma

iteration.

2.1

Y.$ = Ce” Thus the cost of the solution

We can rewrite

the double

To prove the lemma,
while loop that

sum as ~scv

YS

side of the inequality

will

proof

will follow

on the

increase

from a proof

considering

Any collection of sets is called lanzinar if for any pair
of sets A, B in the collection either A ~ B, B ~ A, or

(S)1.

An

B=@.

Proof:
family.

5.2

There exists a Iaminar witness family.

By the previous lemma, there exists a witness
From this collection of sets we can forma lam-

inar collection

of sets aa follows.

We maintain

that

all

sets S in the collection
have h(S) = 1. If the collection is not laminar,
there exists a pair of sets A, B
such that A~B,
B~A,
and An B#O.
We say
that A and B cross. Because h(A) = h(B) = 1, either
h(A– B) = h(B– A) = 1 or h(Au B) = h(AnB)
= 1.
If the latter is true, we “uncross” A and B by replacing them in the collection
with A U B and A n B (the
other case is analogous).
This procedure
terminates
with a laminar collection since whenever two sets are

by

while the increase
XC,C t ~ 16~(C)l in this iteration
of the right-hand
side will be (2 – ~)c . ICI.
The inductive
any iteration,

the current

when

Consider a collection
of sets Se satisfying
the conditions of the preceding
lemma, taken over all the
edges e in H. Call such a collection
a witness jami/y.

Since YS > 0 only when h(S) = 1, the sum on the
right-hand
side is effectively
~s ys. Certainly
the inequality
holds before the first iteration
of the loop,
since initially
all ys = O. Consider the set C of active
sets at the beginning
of some iteration
of the loop.
left-hand

before

of the active sets C. ■

Lemma

The

that

edges of Fb are included; that is, S. is violated in the
current iteration.
Thus (3) follows by the minimality

F’ is

~ 16FJ

we will show by induction

To show (3), notice

edge e in the reverse delete stage, no edge in Fb had
yet been removed. Hence S. is violated even if all the

In this section, we prove Lemma 2.1. Since the algorithm for (~ph) maintains
the primal complementary
slackness conditions,
we know that for any edge e E F,
.G:e~6ts]

iteration.

Define H = UCec 6FJ (C); that is, all the edges in
F’ coming out of active sets. Notice that all these
edges must have been added during or after the current iteration.

delete is performed
on the selected edges, which are
at most n in number.
For testing an edge, we remove

Hence the running

sets.

remainder
of this section, we will concentrate
active sets C c C of some particular
iteration
algorithm,

of each

Since a phase has at most n it-

erations,
this requires O(n3) maximum
flow computations
per phase.
At the end of a phase, reverse

takes 0(n3)

compensate

that the average degree of the
to F’ is no more than 2 – $.
ss a charging scheme in which
many degree one active sets

that at

uncrossed,
is reduced.
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the total

number

To see this,

of pairs of sets that

note

that

if a set X

cross
in the

collection
Bwith

crosses both
A–Band

B-

increase the total

A and B, then replacing
A,or

number

AnB

and

e E 6XV(C) for all active sets C corresponding
active vertex of P, we obtain the lemma. H

and AU Bcannot

of sets that

X crosses. If X

Let Pa denote the set of active vertices

crosses only A, then it cannot cross B - A or A n B,
and so again uncrossing A and B cannot increase the

d“ denote the degree of a vertex
shown in [6],

total number of sets that X crosses. Thus uncrossing
A and B does not increase the total number of pairs
of sets that cross, and in fact decreases the total by at
least one, since A no longer crosses B.
We claim that the resulting laminar collection forms
a witness family,
This claim can be proven by induction
erty

on the uncrossing

(3) continues

crossed,

Suppose

corresponding

to hold

process.

Obviously

This

prop-

we have two witness

gree

sets S1 and S2

to edges el and e2 such that

S1 and

family
with the vertex set V.
viewed as defining a tree P with

Augment

Lemma

5.3

us active

The family
can be
a vertex us for each

if S is associated

The tree P has no inactive

Note that the one-to-one

witwit-

edges of H and the witness

sets implies

above

while

IPl – 1

P – Pa has
implies

clearly

lPal ~ ICI.

16F/(C’)[ < (2-~)]

> 1}. We are now ready
guarantee.

is the harmonic

function

H(k)

= 1+++++

to prove

show that

Theorem

6.1 from

the dual solution

solution

Lemma

y constructed

of (1P).

This

to

2.1,
in

Max
subject
(D)

the

dual is:
~
.f(S)YS
Scv

– ~

Z.

e~E

to:

x

yS<Ce+Ze

eEE,

(1)

S:eGa(S)

a one-to-one

ys>o

O#scv,

each witness set S defines a unique edge (WS, WT) of P,
where T contains S. Consider any edge e ~ 6F, (C) for

ze~o

eEE.

between

Cl,

Guarantee

the edges of H and the edges of P:

mapping

de
that

phase p by the algorithm
can be mapped to a feasible
solution to the dual of the linear programming
relaxation

between

lemma

Performance

In order
we first

9

mapping

in

. + ~ and Z~p is the cost of the optimal
(IP).

Lemma
5.4 The degree of an active vertex in P k at
least the sum of the 16FJ(C)l of the C c C to which it
corresponds.
Proof:

The

vertex

l~F’(c)l < z “Epad“,

where fi

imal witness set. Both S and V – S are violated sets,
and thus contain active sets C. Therefore,
Vv cannot
a leaf and inactive.

since P is a tree with

each

2.

– IPOI)

with

ness set is a violated
set, and thus must contain an
active set which corresponds to it. Let S be any max-

be simultaneously

least

as is also

Theorem
6.1 If the function
~ takes only 1 distinct
values O = po<pl<p2
<...
< PI, then the algorithm
in Figure 1 produces a feasible set of edges Fk such that

leaf.

Proof:
Only V and the minimal (under inclusion)
ness sets can correspond
to leaves. Any minimal

holds

– 1) – 2(IPI

Let A = {W G V : f({v})
to establish the performance

the

S C S and edge (vs, UT) if T is the smallest element
of S properly
containing
S. To each active set C c C
we correspond the smallest set S c S that contains it.
We will call a vertex
some active set C’.

21P.] – 2.

since

Overall

6

set for ea, or vice versa.=
family.

=

in P and let

v. Then,

as desired.

must be the case that if h(S1 U S2) = h(S1 rl S2) = 1,
then 16F,(S1 n S2)1 = 16F,(S1 U S2) I = 1. Therefore
either S1 n S2 is a witness set for e 1 and S1 U S2 is a
witness

at

2(IP[

Since ICl ~ t, we have that &c

IC$F,(S1 n S2)1 + 16F,(S1 u S2)1. By the feasibility
of
F’, 16FJ(S1 nS2)l z 1 and 16F)(S1 US2)I ~ 1. Hence it

Let S be a laminar

and

Zc,c
Thus

S2 cross. Since h is uncrossable,
either h(Sl U S2) =
h(slnsz)
= 1 or h(S1–S2)
= h(S2–Sl)
= 1. Without
loss of generality,
suppose h(SI U Sz) = h(SI n S2) =
1. By submodularity,
2 = 16F,(Sl)l + 16F,(S2)1 ~

witness

inequality

edges,

when any two sets are un-

<

to an

Given the dual variables y constructed
rithm
in phase p, define .z~ = ES:eE$(S)
e E Fp - 1, and z~ = O otherwise.

some C c C. Let (vs., VT) be the edge defined by the
witness set S,. Either use or vT must be the active
vertex corresponding
to C. By summing over all edges
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by the alg~
Ys

‘or

all

Lemma
for (~)
Zs

6.2 The vector
and ~~ YS =

f(f%ls

–&~

Theorem 6.1 also applies to the augmentation
version: Given an initial set of edges F., find a minimum-

(y, z) is a feasible solution
ES 9P(S)W – Ee@ ze <

cost set of edges to add to

~e.

Proof:
By the construction
of y, for e c Eh = E –
FP_l, we know that ~s:ecd(s)
Y5 ~ ce. Thus the constraints

(1) hold

definition

for e @ FP-l.

of ze ensures that

This proves that
By

the

lc$rp.l(S)[

For e c F’_l,

the constraint

the following

construction

of y,

us

>

By the definition

the

0 implies

that

equal to p that

of z.,

~

=

(;-l)~ys.

Consider

<

p2

<

of the lemma

follows

of Theorem

p such that

2.1 and 6.2, we know

pi-1
that

value of the augmenta-

tion problem.

yS – (P –
Hence Es gP(S)~S – ~eeE Z. = p~s
I) ES ys = Es ys, since yS >0 only when gP(S) = p.

Lemmas

~ can take are p = pO < pl

then the algorithm
in Figure 1 (with step 1
produces a feasible set of edges Fb such that

pl,

where Z~p denotes the optimal
s

Proof:

to the proof of The-

omitted.

l~Fp-,(81w

=

a proof

is identical

Theorem
6.3 If the initial graph satisfies the proper
function gp for some p ~ O and the values greater or

modified)

We now provide

the resulting

(1) holds.

... <

The final inequality
gP(S) for all S. H

theorem

orem 6.1 and is therefore

(y, z) is feasible.

= p -1.

such that

FO

graph satisfies the proper function ~. The only change
of the algorithm
is in line 1 of Figure 1. The proof of

since ~(S)

Theorem 6.1 can be improved by a unit when pl =
1 and 1 ~ 2, as shown in the theorem below.
The
theorem shows, for example, that the algorithm
is a

~

3-approximation
network problem

6.1.

< p < pi.

algorithm
for the generalized
with Pij E {O, 1, 2}.

Steiner

From
Theorem

in phase p

6.4

If the function

takes
on values
U
“
“
- =

f

2, then the algorithm
<p2<...
<,1>l>
in Figure 1 produces a feasible set of edges Fk such that

po<Pl=l

a (&’i-pi-’+‘;P”

.gkce
s(2Proof sketch:

l)ys

constructed

)

in phase p; that

is, 2P =

~s pys - ~eCE ‘e ‘or ‘he ‘O1utiOn (Y,’) constructed
in the pth phase. Thus 2P is no greater than the value

Ze
‘x e~E

Let 2P be the value of the dual solution
by the algorithm

of the optimal

)

solution
Min

to the following
~

linear program:

ceze

e~E

where we have used that
ming

over all p, we obtain

ys = O if f(S)

< pi.

subject

!3um-

to:

that

In the proof

of Theorem

Z~p ~ ZP for all p.
equality is also true:
proving

the desired

The same bound
edge is allowed
prove

this,

result.

■

6.1, we used the fact that

We claim

that

the following

in-

Z;p > Z1 +;22.

can be shown to hold even if each

some specified

we merely

number

add a distinct

of copies.
primal

To

To see this, consider

variable

the optimal

and let H be the corresponding

for each copy of the edge.

mal network

716

consists

solution Z* to (IP)
set of edges. This opti-

of several maximaJ

2-connected

blocks interconnected
by bridges.
set of bridges of H. We decompose
twm vectors
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